
UNIT 1 - ANSWER KEY

1

Exercise 4:

1) ourselves

2) each other

3) myself

4) myself

5) yourself

6) myself

7) each other

8) himself

9) herself

10) each other

11) myself

12) each other

13) one another

14) myself

Exercise 2:

1) your - mine

2) mine

3) your

4) My

5) My

6) mine

7) their

8) my - yours

9) your - their

10) mine

11) their

12) mine

13) an - hers

14) your - his

15) Her - mine

16) its

17) their

18) his

19) my - me

their20)

Exercise 3:

1) No One

2) Everyone

3) everything

4) Someone - anyone

5) Someone - anything

6) something

7) Nothing

8) everywhere - anywhere

9) Nowhere

10) Everything

11) Somewhere

12) Everywhere

13) Everywhere

14) Everyone - No one

15) Anything

16) Somewhere

17) Anywhere

18) Something

19) Everyone

20) No one

Exercise 1:

1) them - me

2) they

3) her

4) them

5) you

6) He

7) it - me

8) her

9) It

10) us

11) her

12) them

13) It

14) We

15) He - it

16) I - them

17) He - her - them

18) them - me

19) She - him

us20)



2

TEST 1:

1. B

2. A

3. D

4. C

5. B

6. C

7. D

8. B

9. A

10. A

11. B

12. D

13. C

14. D

15. E

16. B

17. A

18. A

19. C

20. B

TEST 2:

1. B

2. E

3. E

4. B

5. D

6. C

7. D

8. C

9. D

10. C

11. A

12. D

13. C

14. E

15. D

16. E

17. C

18. A

19. D

20. B

TEST 3:

1. E

2. E

3. A

4. C

5. A

6. A

7. B

8. C

9. C

10. A

11. B

12. D

13. C

14. B

15. C

16. B

17. D

18. E

19. A

20. B



UNIT 2 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1:

1. visits

2. are swimming

3. is taking/takes

4. make

5. works

6. am feeling

7. speaks

8. Are you going/am not

9. Does your boyfriend dance/a� ends

10. don't allow

11. am not watching

12.l ive/am staying

13. do

14. Does she have

15. Is he talking

16. Are you crying – am missing

17.i s wearing

18. Are you carrying/am carrying

19. is/isn't

20. washes

Exercise 2:

1 .walks

2. do

3. reads

4. is walking

5. is having shower

6. is raining

7. dreams

8. comes/doesn't speak

9. is playing

10. don't want/agree

11. plays

12. gives

13. do

14. do

15. is wearing

16. am trying

17. am staying

18. Are you watching

19. do you sit

20. feel

Exercise 3:

1. has been making

2. has pumping up

3. has been taking shower

4. has been playing

5. has been arriving

6. have never seen

7. have been wai�ng

8. have eaten

9. has been taking

10. has been working

11. have been talking/haven't come

12. has always wanted to

13. has been smoking

14. have wri� en

15. has been studying

16. have been driving

17. have been searching

18. has undergone

19. has played

20. have been taking

Exercise 4:

1. have been working

2. has never worked – both are possible

3. have been cleaning

4. have never seen

5. has been performing

6. both is possible

7. has quited

8. haven't seen

9. has been con�nuing

10. have divorced

11. has always wanted

12. has been lecturing

13. both is possible

14. have never taken

15. has been wearing

16. have been cooking

17. has never eaten

18. has been pain�ng

19. has been ligh�ng

20. haven't seen
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Exercise 5:

1. is going to

2. will

3. am going to

4. will

5. will

6. will/will

7. are going to

8. will

9. aren't going to

10. will

11. are going to

12. am going to

13. will

14. will

15. will

16. am going to

17. will

18. isn't going to

19. will

20. am going to

Exercise 6:

1. will

2. aren't going to

3. will

4. am going to

5. will

6. isn't going to

7. am not going to

8. will/won't

9. are going to

10. will

11. will

12. is going to

13. is going to

14. won't

15. will

16. are going to

17. am going to

18. am not going to

19. will

20. am going to

Exercise 7:

1. didn't have

2. watched/haven't seen

3. �died up

4. hasn't seen

5. Have you ever read

6. has she taken

7. have you been

8. saw/haven't heard/told

9. did you do

10. has worked

11. has used

12. heard/was/have never seen

13. has waited

14. have sent/didn't answer

15. has learnt

16. have taken

17. has done

18. has sold

19. have lived

20. was

Exercise 8:

1. went

2. played

3. has never seen

4. has worked

5. have been

6. has won

7. has produced/changed

8. haven't seen/ divorced

9. didn't find

10. have lived

11. have wanted/was

12. has been/got into

13. has been

14. have always thought

15. has gone

16. have you ever tasted

17. haven't visited

18. has just arrived

19. has grown up/didn't know

20. have you studied
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Exercise 9:

1. were/was

2. couldn't/was having shower

3. took

4. was walking/met

5. was dancing/entered

6. fell/was watching

7. broke/was making

8. did you have

9. came/was �dying up

10. was trying/no�ced

11. fell/was trying

12. found/was/sent

13. was riding/came

14. was/gave

15. didn't like/was

16. was sleeping/didn't sleep

17. didn't want/didn't feel

18. broke/was climbing

19. was mowing/came

20. was crying/was barking

Exercise 10:

1. broke

2. went

3. was explaining/entered

4. came/asked/was walking

5. got/lost

6. wore/was doing

7. were you doing/jumped

8. fell/was carrying

9. was talking/happened

10. were staying/went

11. run into/was tex�ng

12. couldn't/wasn't able to finish (both are possible)

13. wanted/was raining

14. visited

15. finished/was reading

16. was wai�ng/waited (both are possible)

17. showed/was watching

18. saw/dropped

19. were thinking/saw

20. got angry/saw/was smoking

Exercise 11:

1. took

2. hadn't stayed/moved

3. had eaten/took

4. arrived/had already prepared

5. needed/had driven

6. had found/started

7. had a� ended/took

8. had prepared/put

9. put/had grated

10. bought/had taken

11. le�/had woken

12. arrived/had started

13. had pumped up

14. prepared

15. hadn't lived/moved

16. had changed/le�

17. had fastened/warned

18. got/had begun

19. had made/went

20. had lived/happened

Exercise 12:

1. had never visited

2. had smoked

3. had never cooked

4. had never had

5. had set

6. had arrived

7. had spoken

8. hadn't studied

9. had taught

10. had never driven

11. had worked

12. had been

13. had married

14. had seen

15. had dropped

16. had studied

17. hadn't contact

18. had been

19. was/had met

20. hadn't been
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Exercise 13:

1. have seen

2. had cleaned

3. had already le�

4. have already finished

5. Have you �died

6. have just had

7. had bought

8. had taken

9. had never spoken

10. had escaped

11. have worked

12. had been

13. had handed out

14. hadn't known

15. had fell

16. Has/sung

17. hasn't completed

18. hasn't eaten

19. has gone/hasn't returned

20. have been

Exercise 14:

1. had lived

2. have lived

3. Have

4. Had

5. hasn't

6. had

7. had

8. hasn't

9. hadn't

10. had

11. had

12. had

13. had

14. have

15. have

16. has

17. have

18. has

19. Had

20. had

Exercise 15:

1. haven't seen

2 cross.

3 was doing.

4 had le�.

5 are going to.

6 have - seen - are.

7 got.

8 go.

9 are - doing - am listening - am driving.

10 did - do.

11 hasn't been.

12 has been taking - has not been.

13 hadn't heard.

14 do - do - go - do.

15 hadn't seen - was.

16 warned.

17 go.

18 has been playing.

19 do - work out.

20 will -come - won't - am going to go - am.

21 has been travelling.

22 takes.

23 have been working.

24 graduated.

25 called - will.

26 was visited.

27 hit.

28 get.

29 do - have - am going to go.

30 went.
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TEST 1:

1. C

2. B

3. C

4. B

5. B

6. A

7. D

8. D

9. C

10. E

11. A

12. D

13. C

14. B

15. C

16. C

17. B

18. B

19. B

20. A

TEST 2:

1. C

2. A

3. C

4. C

5. C

6. D

7. C

8. B

9. C

10. A

11. B

12. B

13. A

14. B

15. A

16. C

17. B

18. A

19. B

20. C

TEST 3:

1. B

2. B

3. E

4. E

5. D

6. A

7. B

8. B

9. E

10. B

11. A

12. C

13. B

14. A

15. B

16. B

17. A

18. C

19. C

20. C
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UNIT 3 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1

1. would rather

2. would rather not

3. would rather not

4. would rather be drinking

5. would rather not have

6. would rather have

7. would rather have

8. would rather be majoring

9. would rather not have

10. would rather not

Exercise 2

1. should have/ought to have

2. shouldn't

3. shouldn't

4. shouldn't have / oughtn't have

5. shouldn't

6. shouldn't

7. should

8. shouldn't

9. shouldn't, should

10. shouldn't have / oughtn't have

Exercise 3

1. were able to

2. haven't been able to

3. are able to

4. hasn't been able to

5. will be able to

6. haven't been able to

7. is able to

8. haven't been able to

9. will be able to

10. was able to

Exercise 4

1. was able to

2. were able to

3. was able to

4. could

5. could

6. couldn't

7. wasn't able to

8. couldn't

9. was able to

10. were able to have

Exercise 5

1. don't have to

2. don't have to

3. mustn't

4. don't have to

5. must

6. mustn't

7. mustn't

8. don't have to

9. don't have to

10. must

Exercise 6

1. didn't need to/didn't have to

2. needn't have

3. needn't have

4. didn't need to/didn't have to

5. didn't need to/didn't have to

6. needn't have

7. needn't have

8. didn't need to/didn't have to

9. didn't need to/didn't have to

10. didn't need to/didn't have to
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TEST 1:

1. B

2. E

3. B

4. B

5. C

6. A

7. A

8. C

9. B

10. D

11. B

12. B

13. A

14. A

15. D

16. B

17. C

18. A

19. C

20. B

TEST 2:

1. C

2. A

3. A

4. C

5. C

6. A

7. B

8. B

9. B

10. A

11. A

12. C

13. A

14. B

15. C

16. C

17. B

18. C

19. A

20. D

TEST 3:

1. B

2. A

3. C

4. A

5. C

6. A

7. B

8. A

9. C

10. A

11. C

12. A

13. B

14. A

15. C

16. C

17. B

18. A

19. C

20. E
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UNIT 4 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1

1. A dozen of cupcakes will be baked for the cafe by Sarah.

2. The phone was not answered by anyone at home.

3. The science class viewed the comet.

4. The team will celebrate the victory tomorrow.

5. The baby kangaroo is carried by the kangaroo in her pouch.

6. Cappadocia is visited by thousands of tourists every year.

7. Oscar posted the note on Facebook.

8. The pasta was eaten by Susan at dinner.

9. The old should be respected.

10. We are going to watch a movie tonight.

11. The novel was read by me in one day.

12. The house is cleaned by mom and dad every Sunday.

13. Co� on is raised by some people on Aegean islands.

14. Nobody paid a� en�on to my future plan.

15. People should follow a balanced diet to be healthy.

Exercise 2

1. Has the work been finished by you?

2. Is tennis played by children everywhere in the world?

3. Who was the last cookie eaten by?

4. Can the scar on my face be cured?

5. Will they accept his invita�on?

6. Who was the mouse killed by?

7. Why were you punished by him?

8. Were you recognized by her?

9. Who was “King Lear” was wri� en by?

10. When are you giving us a party?

11. Had anyone been seen by you when you came to school?

12. Where did he take the book?

13. Where do farmers grow grapes?

14. Was the thief able to be caught by them?

15. Why has the film been banned by the government?
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Exercise 3

1. Samuel was told the truth by Eddy.

The truth was told to Samuel by Eddy.

2. The new computer program was shown to Alex by the boss.

Alex was shown the new computer program by the boss.

3. The car will be sold to a teacher by Ferdinand.

A teacher will be sold the car by Ferdinand.

4. You are being made a cup of tea by Kerrie.

A cup of tea is being made to you by Kerrie.

5. I have been shown a new flat by the real estate agent.

A new flat has been shown to me by the real estate agent.

6. You would be given some money by them if it were necessary.

Some money would be given you by them if it were necessary.

7. A new posi�on had been offered to me by the boss.

I had been offered a new posi�on by the boss.

8. A postcard will be wri� en to my niece by me very soon.

My niece will be wri� en a postcard by me very soon.

9. I have not been sent the e-mail by Marcel.

The e-mail has not been sent to me by Marcel.

10. He was advised a long walk every day by the doctor.

A long walk was advised to him every day by the doctor.

Exercise 4

1.  It is said that women live longer than men.

Women are said to live longer than men.

2. It is known that she is an advanced swimmer.

She is known to be an advanced swimmer.

3. It is thought that Sean Penn was more successful in the past.

Sean Penn is thought to have been more successful in the past.

4. It is believed that some nuclear weapons have been stolen from the army.

Some nuclear weapons are believed to have been stolen from the army.

5. It is supposed that the new product of iPhone will come out soon.

The new product of iPhone is supposed to come out soon.

6. It is said that Usain Bolt won the gold medal in the last race.

Usain Bolt is said to have won the gold medal in the last race.

7. It is said that children are playing computer games at the moment.

Children are said to be playing computer games at the moment.

8. It is known that Sam and Sarah were quarreling all the �me.

Sam and Sarah are known to have been quarreling all the �me.

9. It is reported that a lot of women are subjected to violence every day.

A lot of women are reported to be subjected to violence every day.

10. It is claimed that the picture was painted by an Italian ar�st.

The picture is claimed to have been painted by an Italian ar�st.
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TEST 1:

1. D

2. E

3. B

4. D

5. B

6. A

7. E

8. C

9. B

10. B

11. B

12. E

13. B

14. D

15. A

16. A

17. B

18. B

19. E

20. C

TEST 2:

1. E

2. D

3. C

4. B

5. E

6. C

7. B

8. A

9. E

10. B

11. E

12. E

13. A

14. C

15. D

16. E

17. E

18. E

19. B

20. B

TEST 3:

1. E

2. C

3. E

4. C

5. E

6. B

7. E

8. E

9. A

10. E

11. A

12. C

13. B

14. A

15. A

16. D

17. E

18. D

19. B

20. E
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UNIT 5 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1

1. depressing

2. surprised

3. �ring

4. boring

5. confused

6. shocking

7. interested

8. amusing

9. frightened

10. disappoin�ng

11. puzzling

12. surprising

13. interes�ng

14. fascina�ng

15. relaxing

16. exci�ng

17.confusing

18. worried

19. disgus�ng

20. annoying

Exercise 2

1. seriously

2. extremely

3. awful

4. careful

5. sad

6. terribly

7. good

8. fast

9. slowly

10. easily

11. angrily

12. carelessly

13. heavily

14. successful

15. hungrily

16. properly

17. late

18. drama�cally

19. happy

20. ycompletel

Exercise 3

1. The movie was so fascina�ng that nobody made a sound.

2. Her hair is so long that it touches her knees.

3. It was such a lovely day that they decided to go hiking.

4. He ran so quickly that I couldn't see him.

5. She is such a beau�ful girl that everybody looks at her.

6. It was such a cloudy night that we couldn't see anything.

7. Jack eats so frequently that nobody could keep up with him.

8. Technology is such a big threat to humanity that we can't even imagine.

9. It is so hot that I want to go swimming.

10. My bed is so comfortable that I don't want to go out.

11. She is having such a wonderful �me that she doesn't want to leave the party.

12. She speaks so quietly that I can't hear her.
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Exercise 4

1. more and more violent

2. darker and darker

3. taller and taller

4. thinner and thinner

5. higher and higher

6. larger and larger

7. easier and easier

8. harder and harder

9. more and more worried

10. more and more nervous

11. more and more successful

12. more and more obvious

Exercise 5

1 My new apartment's rent is twice as expensive as my old apartment's rent ..

My old apartment's rent is half as expensive as my new apartment's rent

2 The boys are twice as many as the girls ..

The girls are half as many as the boys.

3 Our garden is half as big as our next door neighbour's garden ..

Our next door neighbour's garden is twice as big as our garden.

4 It took me three �mes as long to go to Tekirdağ as my brother ..

5 It took Jim three �mes as long to finish the math exam as Tom ..

6 My brother makes twice as much money as I do ..

I make half as much money as my brother does.

7 Diesel costs twice as expensive as LPG in London ..

LPG costs half as expensive as diesel in London.

8 My mother is half as heavy as my father ..

My father is twice as heavy as my mother.

9 My sister can knit a pullover three �mes as fast as my mother..

10 I can run three �mes as fast as my mother ..

11 My sister can type three �mes as fast as her friend ..

12 Kevin had half as much money as Jim ..

Jim had twice as much money as Jim .

Exercise 6

1.The busier I got with my work, the less involved I became with my family.

2.The harder I tried to make things be� er, the more complicated they became.

3.The less my wife and I talked, the more we started to fight with each other.

4.The more successful I became in my business, the more famous my family got.

5.The faster he drove , the more nervous we became.

6.The more my father worked out, the stronger his body got.

7.The closer the stranger got , the more scared I started to feel.

8.The more he con�nued to speak about the subject, the less interested we got in it .

9.The closer the runner got to the finish line, the more excited the fans started to fee .l

10.The more �me they spent together, the stronger their love grew .

11.The more people he met at work, the more he enjoyed his job.

12.The stronger the buildings are being built, the less worried people are about

earthquakes.

Exercise 7

1. �dier

2. bigger

3. be� er

4. less

5. the most difficult

6. more intelligent

7. the best

8. the most talka�ve

9. bigger

10. the most interes�ng

11. longer

12. the most dangerous

13. the most popular

14. more expensive

15. the richest

16. worse

17. the cleverest

18. be� er

19. the happiest

20. older
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TEST 1:

1. A

2. D

3. C

4. A

5. B

6. D

7. C

8. B

9. A

10. A

11. C

12. A

13. C

14. E

15. A

16. A

17. E

18. E

19. B

20. B

TEST 2:

1. D

2. C

3. B

4. A

5. B

6. D

7. A

8. A

9. C

10. A

11. A

12. D

13. C

14. D

15. C

16. D

17. A

18. D

19. C

20. B

TEST 3:

1. D

2. A

3. B

4. C

5. A

6. D

7. B

8. C

9. A

10. D

11. B

12. D

13. B

14. A

15. C

16. D

17. E

18. B

19. B

20. C
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UNIT 6 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1

1. My mother gave me a look which/that seemed very threatening .

2. The entertainers who(m)/that we hired for the party didn't show up .

3.I  met my favourite singer who/that looks like a movie star .

4. The male lions which/that have to form a new pride for themselves leave their pride

when they are one year old.

5. The congressman who(m)/that I have met before spoke about public issues .

6. The dinner which/that I invited all of my friends to was beau�ful .

7. The pictures which/that my wife took are beau�ful .

8. The championship trophy which/that I won in 1999 is in my house .

9. The soldiers who/that won the victory fought bravely.

10. A boy who(m)/that I gave 10 dollars to help me with my shopping bags.

11. Tom caught a fish which/that weighed well over 5 kilos .

12. The conference which was held in City Hall lasted three hours .

Exercise 2

1 I sold my car the �res of which were stolen ..

I sold my car whose �res were stolen.

2 The fan whose jersey Lionel Messi signed was ecsta�c ..

3 I have met the man whose kids live across the street ..

4 Care� a Care� as whose lifespan can reach 60 years can lay over 100 eggs at a �me..

Care� a Care� as the life span of which can reach 60 years can lay over 100 eggs at a �me.

5 The child whose toy was missing was crying ..

6 The professor whose ar�cle was published last week is very happy ..

7 The man whose car they towed away was furious ..

8 The �ger the nails of which were really sharp has ripped my t-shirt ..

The �ger whose nails were really sharp has ripped my t-shirt .

9 The lady whose apartment we rented was very kind ..

10 The you g boy whose story has saddened millions of people was helped by the. n

government .

11 The essay the subject of which was chosen by our literature professor was very difficul .. t

The essay whose subject was chosen by our literature professor was very difficul .t.

12 I bought a new phone the apps of which are amazing ..

I bought a new phone whose apps are amazing
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Exercise 3

1 .where

2. which

3. where

4. where

5. which

6. where

7. which

8. that

9. that

10. where

11. where

12. which

Exercise 4

1. that

2. which

3. which

4. when

5. which

6. which

7. when

8. when

9. which

10. which

11. when

12. which

Exercise 5

1. Galatasaray won the UEFA CUP, which made Turkish people very

proud .

2. The woman always orders the same food, which is a li� le bit weird.

3. Michael Jackson died last year, which shocked the whole world.

4. Jim didn't come to work today, which made my boss very angry.

5. I bought a new TV yesterday, which made my family very happy.

6. The World Trade Center was a� acked in 2001, which was shocking.

7. My father is very stubborn, which drives my mother crazy.

8. Tom caught the ball very acroba�cally, which was incredible.

9. My friends always make fun of me, which is very annoying.

10. My mother slept un�l noon, which was very unusual.

11. Albert Einstein developed the General Theory of Relavity, which was

revolu�onary.

12. Argen�na lost to Germany in the World Cup Final, which was

heartbreaking for Argen�nians.

Exercise 6

.1 Our dog, which weighs over 30 pounds, has been with our family for 10 years.

2 I have been friends with Charlie since childhood, who is a famous cricket player in England..

3 Rihanna, who has sold millions of albums worldwide, was the singer of the year in 2014.

4 Obesity, which is spreading quickly, is a worldwide problem..

5 In America people love President Obama, who is a great family man..

6 My brother Mark, who is a lawyer, lives in France.

7 Barbara works for IKEA, which mostly sells furniture ..

8 I met Chris this morning, whom I hadn't seen for a long �me..

9 John told me about his new Mustang , which he enjoys driving very much ..

10 Sarah's father, who works for a TV company now, was a teacher..

Sarah's father was a teacher, who works for a TV company now .

11 At the mee�ng, I spoke to Mr Johnson, who is very interested in inves�ng in our company..

12 Milk, which is very important for human health, is obtained from cow..
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Exercise 7

.1 Alfred Hitchcock, whose movies were the best of its kind, was one of the best movie directors.

2 Albert Einstein, whose theories changed the world, was a genius ..

Albert Einstein was a genius, whose theories changed the world .

3 The Park Palace, is one of the richest man in the world, is one of the most. the owner of which/whose owner

famous hotels in the world .

4 Spain's na�onal football team, / are playing in different leagues , has won. the players of which whose players

the World Cup just once .

5 Mrs. Clarkson, whose summer house we rented, was very sweet ..

6 Have you met Mr Gray , whose son is a college professor ?.

7 Jerry Jones, whose Cowboys team The Giants beat, looked devastated ..

8 Spartacus, whose arena fights turned into legends, was a famous gladiator ..

9 I drank a cup of winter tea, are good for my health.. the an�oxidants of which/whose an�oxidants

10 Ted, whose sunglasses look very well, will take you to the airport..

1 Alex, whose coffee I spilled, was very angry with me.1.

12 I know a doctor whose last name is Doctor..

Exercise 8

1. where

2. which

3. which

4. which

5. where

6. where

7. which

8. where

9. in which

10. which

11. which

12. where

Exercise  9

1. which

2. when

3. when

4. which

5. which

6. when

7. when

8. which

9. which

10. when

11. which

12. when
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Exercise 10

1. The contestants of Miss Universe, some of whom were taken to the hospital, were really scared .

2. Samantha has bought many dresses, some of which are very expensive .

3. My father owns many cars, one of which is a Porsche .

4. I visited all the museums in Rome, all of which were amazing .

5. The Beatles, had four members, some of whom have passed away.

6. Elvis Presley had many hit songs, one of which was " Fools Rush In " .

7. I have wri� en several books one of which I have won the Pulitzer Prize with .

8. I have received many medals one of which the president presented me .

9. My sister Jill has invited her classmates, most of whom she has been friends with since her childhood .

10. Michael Jackson had nine siblings , all of whom were at his funeral .

11. In the Olympic Games, Michael Phelps has won a record 18 gold medals, nearly half of which he has won in

the Beijing Olympics .

12. My wife gave birth to our triplets, all of whom are boys .

Exercise 11

1. The house damaged in the storm was repaired .

2. Who are all these people wai�ng outside ?

3. The boy injured in the accident was taken to the hospital .

4. The police never found the money stolen in the robbery .

5. The bridge connec�ng the two villages is made of wood .

6. The man having been fired from the factory last week is suing the owner of it .

7. George showed me some pictures having been painted by his grandfather .

8. Most of the sugges�ons made at the mee�ng were not prac�cal .

9. Life must be very unpleasant to the people living near airports .

10. Life must be very difficult to orphans not having any parents .

11. What was the name of the reporter arrested by the police this morning ?

12. My brother is very punctual . He is the last person to be late anywhere .
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TEST 1:

1. D

2. B

3. B

4. E

5. A

6. B

7. B

8. E

9. E

10. A

11. B

12. C

13. C

14. B

15. B

16. C

17. D

18. E

19. E

20. B

TEST 2:

1. B

2. A

3. B

4. D

5. C

6. A

7. C

8. D

9. C

10. E

11. E

12. C

13. B

14. B

15. E

16. D

17. A

18. C

19. E

20. B

TEST 3:

1. E

2. B

3. C

4. B

5. D

6. B

7. E

8. A

9. B

10. E

11. C

12. E

13. C

14. A

15. A

16. A

17. E

18. C

19. D

20. C
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UNIT 7 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1:

1. of – stealing

2. of – being

3. on – ge� ng

4. from – ea�ng

5. from – entering

6. for – helping

7. for - telling

8. against – buying

9. to – ge� ng

10. of – climbing

11. of – trying

12. of – taking

13. about – breaking

14. to – seeing

15. for – telling

16. about  - playing

17. for – commi� ng

18. for – learning

19. about - mee�ng

20. of - watching

Exercise 3:

.1 to open

2 to spend.

3 to have.

4 to be ea�ng.

5 to be having.

6 to be figh�ng.

7 said to be.

8 to have.

9 is predicted - to end.

10 to have commi� ed.

11 to have invented.

12 to have a� racted.

13 to have been working.

14 to have been sleeping.

15 to have acted.

16 to have been used.

17 to have been serviced.

18 to have been hurt.

19 to have been built.

20 to have been doing.

Exercise 2:

1. being photographed

2. having killed

3. taking / having  taken

4. being told

5. being held

6. being a� acked

7. having

8. Having been forced

9. being eaten

10. not giving

11. ge� ng up

12. Being interrupted

13. having been paid

14. having been distracted

15. being asked

16. Being measured

17. being treated

18. stealing / having stolen

19. being taken

20. going
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TEST 1:

1. C

2. B

3. E

4. D

5. B

6. B

7. C

8. A

9. B

10. C

11. B

12. A

13. C

14. B

15. A

16. B

17. A

18. C

19. D

20. A

TEST 2:

1. B

2. E

3. B

4. C

5. A

6. D

7. B

8. A

9. A

10. A

11. C

12. A

13. B

14. A

15. C

16. A

17. C

18. E

19. D

20. D

TEST 3:

1. B

2. B

3. D

4. C

5. A

6. D

7. C

8. A

9. B

10. B

11. A

12. B

13. B

14. B

15. A

16. C

17. C

18. A

19. A

20. B
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UNIT 8 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1

1. the next bus sta�on was not far from there.

2. she has passed the exam.

3. they would rent a car.

4. she loved shopping with her friends.

5. my computer had crashed.

6. Sheila knew how to cook.

7. he would come back soon.

8. he had broken all the glasses.

9. the class starts at 9:00 every morning.

10. they had to be silent during the lessons.

11. the exam would be easy.

12. he hadn't seen me for ages.

13. her brother had found a job.

14. he would meet me at that cafe the following day.

15. it was going to rain the following day.

16. she probably wants to go to Greece.

17. she had got engaged.

18. the new president had been elected.

19. he would go to college.

20. it was safe to walk around the neighbourhood.

Exercise 2

1. if/whether she is coming with us tomorrow.

2. if/whether this is the guy I talk about.

3. if/whether this train arrives in Chicago at noon ?

4. if/whether this train will stop in Maryland.

5. if/whether I was able to find the building.

6. if/whether I had ever been to Italy.

7. if/whether it was possible to change the dates.

8. if/whether my family would be there.

9. if/whether you had found my wallet.

10. if/whether I was coming home .

11. if/whether I can swim.

12. if/whether I'd like to have a cup of coffee.

13. if/whether she had failed in the test.

14. if/whether Fiona had gone to Mexico.

15. if/whether that bus was going to the downtown ?

16. if/whether I like the colour of her car.

17. if/whether he would buy the house by the sea.

18. if/whether the children were from Spain.

19. if/whether they would be able to catch their flight.

20. if/whether they had won the game.
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Exercise 3

1. who you saw at the party.

2. who came to Alice's birthday.

3. who Helen talked to

4. who lives at that apartment.

5. what had happened in the office yesterday.

6. what he said about me.

7. what kind of car Julie has.

8. how old their children are.

9. where I can get on the bus?

10. who broke the window.

11. who Barney had invited.

12. how long Ted has been living there.

13. what �me the next flight was supposed to arrive.

14. why the teacher is angry.

15. how far the moon is from the earth.

16. where I should put the report when I finished it.

17. what is at the end of the rainbow.

18. who was the new president of the country .

19. where I will go a�er the party.

20. why they didn't go to the picnic.

Exercise 4

1. who(m)ever

2. whatever

3. whenever

4. wherever

5. whenever

6. whatever

7. whatever

8. Whatever

9. Whatever

10. whatever

11. wherever

12. Whenever

13. whichever

14. Whenever

15.  who(m)ever

16.  whenever

17. Whenever

18. Whatever

19. Wherever

20. Whatever

Exercise 5

1. She said that her brother was a student.

2. Molly says that she reads book every day.

3. They said that Harry po� er fans, who were wai�ng outside, wanted their books signed.

4. The teacher says that English has an alphabet that consists of 26 le� ers.

5. His father said that he had three houses and one of them was located in the city center.

6.  Alexandra said that Marcel had not sent her the mail.

7. The speaker said that the victory would be celebrated by the team the following day.

8. The cook said that Sarah would bake three dozen cupcakes for the café.

9. My friend says that his older brother is 32 and he will be engaged the next day.

10. The speaker said that three people had died in the explosion the previous day.
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Exercise 6

1 .to help her with her homework.

2. to do his homework or read a book then.

3. not to disturb her friends while they were studying.

4. to tell her when the party begins.

5. to bake a cake before he comes home.

6. not to copy in the exams any more.

7. to stop there un�l my father came.

8. to teach him how to pronounce those words.

9. not to smoke in public places.

10. to take him to the sta�on.

Exercise 7

1. whether/if I had ever been to Mexico before.

2. what �me the sun rose in those parts of the country

3. whether/if she would go to the office that day.

4. whether/if he had watched .A Clockwork Orange

5. whether/if she her rela�ves when she was in Paris.had o�en visited/o�en visited

6. where my parents live at the moment.

7. whether/if his friends were enjoying themselves at the party

8. whether/if I had finished wri�ng le� ers of thanks to my friends.

9. When we will contact with beings from outer space.

10. Why I hadn't given up smoking despite the warnings of my doctor.
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TEST 1:

1. B

2. E

3. C

4. B

5. D

6. E

7. E

8. A

9. E

10. A

11. E

12. A

13. A

14. B

15. A

16. D

17. E

18. C

19. D

20. D

TEST 2:

1. A

2. C

3. E

4. E

5. B

6. E

7. A

8. D

9. B

10. C

11. E

12. D

13. D

14. E

15. C

16. B

17. E

18. B

19. D

20. C

TEST 3:

1. D

2. D

3. A

4. B

5. B

6. B

7. C

8. C

9. D

10. A

11. C

12. C

13. B

14. A

15. A

16. E

17. E

18. C

19. B

20. A
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UNIT 9 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 2

1. had fallen – wouldn't be

2. hadn't le� – wouldn't be watching

3. weren't – wouldn't have insulted

4. had known – wouldn't be

5. were – would/could have fired

6. had sold – would/could buy

7. knew – would/could invited

8. had taken – wouldn't have

9. had won – wouldn't be asking

10. wouldn't look – had learnt

20. if/whether they had won the game.

Exercise 3

1. Were I you, I wouldn't keep looking on one thing for a long �me.

2. Should you drink cold water, you become sick.

3. Were the weather warm today, we could swim.

4. Should you need anything, please call us.

5. Had the precau�ons been taken, the building wouldn't have collapsed.

6. Should you take this pill, you can face unpleasant side effects.

7. Were I you , I wouldn't talk to her again.

8. Had the police come on �me, they would have prevented the fight.

9. Should he come back, inform me

10. Were I a star, I would buy anything I want.

11. Had I known the guests were coming, I'd have baked a cake.

12. Had you come home earlier, you could have eaten dinner with us.

13. Had she been be� er prepared, she would have go� en the job.

14. Were I your teacher, I would give you a lot of homework.

15. Should you need some more money, you should work extra hours.

16. Had Hannah had enough �me, she would have visited you.

17. Were you to take the things more seriously, you would be successful.

18. Should my boss call, please let me know immediately.

19. Should they run out of the �ckets, we will see another movie.

20. Should you change your mind, let me know.

Exercise 1

1. would get fat

2. would/could have tasted

3. were

4. will teach

5. call

6. will never finish

7. were

8. would have died

9. go to

10. would/could have gone

11. hadn't lived

12. would go

13. will look

14. doesn't pick me up

15. opened

16. will/can take

17. would be

18. forget

19. had rained

20. had

Exercise 4

1. unless

2. Unless

3. If

4. unless

5.unless

6. If

7. if

8. Unless

9. If

10. Unless

11. Unless

12. If

13. unless

14. If

15. Unless

16. Unless

17. If

18. If

19. Unless

20. unless

Exercise 5

1. had had

2. hadn't  eaten

3. could speak

4. had worked

5. would stay

6. had

7. could help

8. had come

9. had

10. would stop

11. were

12. could go

13. wouldn't borrow

14. had studied

15. didn't live

16. had woken up

17. would come

18. had kept

19. would stop

20. had eaten
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TEST 1:

1. B

2. A

3. B

4. D

5. C

6. E

7. C

8. D

9. A

10. B

11. E

12. C

13. C

14. D

15. A

16. B

17. E

18. D

19. C

20. B

TEST 2:

1. D

2. B

3. C

4. A

5. A

6. B

7. B

8. D

9. C

10. A

11. C

12. A

13. B

14. D

15. A

16. B

17. C

18. A

19. C

20. B

TEST 3:

1. D

2. C

3. E

4. B

5. B

6. C

7. D

8. E

9. A

10. D

11. E

12. D

13. C

14. B

15. A

16. B

17. D

18. D

19. E

20. C
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UNIT 10 - ANSWER KEY

Exercise 1

1. a / a / an

2. a / a / a

3. an

4. A

5. A / an / an

6. a / a

7. a / a / a

8. an

9. a

10. A / a

11. A / a / an

12. A / an / a

13. an / a

14. an / a

15.  a / a

16. A / a / an

17. an / a / an

18. A / a

19. a / a

20. A / a / a / a

Exercise 2

1. an

2. Some

3. an

4. a

5. a / the

6. some

7. the

8. an

9. A / the

10. Some

11. a / a / some

12. a

13. the / some

14. a / a

15. a / some

16. a / some / an / a / a

17. a / a

18. a / some / a

19. some

20. an / a

Exercise 3

1. Few

2. a li� le

3. a few

4. few

5. a li� le

6. li� le

7. few

8. a li� le

9. li� le

10. a few

11. a li� le

12. a few

13. few

14. a li� le

15. a few

16. a few

17. li� le

18. a few

19. li� le

20. li� le

Exercise 4

1. All

2. whole

3. all

4. all

5. whole

6. all

7. whole

8. all

9. whole

10. All

11. whole

12. all

13. All

14. whole

15. all

16. whole

17. all

18. all

19. whole

20. whole

Exercise 5

1. Both

2. either

3. None

4. All

5. both / both

6. all

7. Neither

8. all

9. Both

10. both

11. either

12. None

13. Neither

14. none

15. Both

16. both

17. neither

18. both

Exercise 6

1. Every / has

2. every

3. Each / buys

4. Each / prepares

5. Each / smiles

6. every

7. each / has

8. every

9. every / condi�on

10. every

11. each

12. candidate / gives

13. each

14. each / children

15. each

16. every / morning
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TEST 1:

1. E

2. A

3. C

4. A

5. C

6. A

7. B

8. D

9. B

10. D

11. D

12. B

13. E

14. -

15. -

16. -

17. -

18. -

19. B

20. A

TEST 2:

1. C

2. A

3. B

4. E

5. C

6. C

7. C

8. B

9. A

10. C

11. B

12. C

13. B

14. B

15. A

16. D

17. A

18. D

19. C

20. D

TEST 3:

1. D

2. B

3. C

4. B

5. E

6. D

7. C

8. C

9. D

10. E

11. B

12. B

13. D

14. E

15. A

16. C

17. D

18. A

19. E

20. D
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UNIT 11 - ANSWER KEY

both … and

1. The country has been suffering from both poli�cal unrest and economic crisis.

2. Both my li� le brother and my cousin have blue eyes.

3. Both the film and the book are interes�ng.

4. Sam likes both watching films and listening to music at nights.

5. The actors were both eager for ac�ng and skilled in their performances.

not only … but also / not only …but …as well

1. Celine wants not only to memorize but also understand the formulas.

Celine wants not only to memorize but understand the formulas as well.

2.The movie is being shown not only at the Central Park but also at neighborhood theater parks.

The movie is being shown not only at the Central Park but at neighborhood theater parks as well.

3.My father is not only a successful businessman but also a good father.

My father is not only a successful businessman but a good father as well.

4. Sandra can speak not only English but also French fluently.

Sandra can speak not only English but French fluently as well.

5. Not only Jake but also Michelle has to hand in their reports by Friday.

Not only Jake but Michelle has to hand in their reports by Friday as well.

neither … nor

1. Neither my father nor my mother went to university because of financial problems.

2. I saw neither Victoria nor William last night.

3. My sister has eaten neither fish nor meat for five years.

4. Helen neither knows nor cares what has happened to her ex-boyfriend.

5. You can visit her in the hospital neither on Mondays nor on Fridays.

either … or

1. You can either come out with me or stay home.

2. If you want an ice-cream, you can buy either raspberry or vanilla.

3. Either you or Alice has to work over�me tonight.

4. Helen is either in London or in New York now.

5. I can bring you either some cake or some chocolate.

1. met / hadn't got

2. will tell

3. fell asleep/ was doing

4. was/ had already spoken

5. had heard

6.started / saw(had seen)

7.have had / graduated

8. stayed / came

9.will never forget

10. had lived / was

11. are / can go

12.saw(had seen)/ began

13.played / had finished

14. take / sleep

15.will be

16. get

17.go on / make

18.trust / can overcome

19. tried

20. has been / le�

Exercise 2

Exercise 1
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TEST 1:

1. E

2. A

3. B

4. D

5. D

6. B

7. E

8. C

9. A

10. E

11. C

12. D

13. B

14. C

15. C

16. A

17. B

18. C

19. A

20. B

TEST 2:

1. A

2. C

3. D

4. B

5. A

6. A

7. B

8. C

9. D

10. C

11. D

12. A

13. A

14. C

15. B

16. B

17. A

18. A

19. D

20. C

TEST 3:

1. D

2. D

3. D

4. B

5. C

6. D

7. A

8. C

9. A

10. B

11. A

12. D

13. B

14. B

15. B

16. E

17. D

18. E

19. E

20. E
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UNIT 12 - ANSWER KEY

TEST 1:

1. D

2. A

3. B

4. C

5. D

6. C

7. B

8. B

9. C

10. A

11. D

12. A

13. D

14. A

15. D

16. B

17. D

18. C

19. B

20. B

TEST 2:

1. D

2. A

3. A

4. C

5. B

6. C

7. D

8. A

9. B

10. B

11. A

12. D

13. B

14. A

15. B

16. D

17. B

18. D

19. E

20. A

TEST 3:

1. B

2. A

3. C

4. C

5. A

6. B

7. C

8. A

9. C

10. B

11. D

12. C

13. E

14. B

15. E

16. B

17. D

18. C

19. D

20. B

Exercise 1

1.in

2.in

3.on

4. at

5. in

6. on

7. in

8. at

9. in

10. in

11. at

12. in

Exercise 2

1. while

2. during

3. while

4. During

5. while

6. While

7. while

8. during

9. during

10. during

11. during

12. while

Exercise 3

1. by

2. un�l

3. un�l

4. un�l

5. un�l

6. un�l

7. by

8. by

9.  by

10. by

11. un�l

12. un�l
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